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Decision of Administrative Law Judge:  Reversed.

OPINION AND ORDER

The respondents appeal an administrative law judge’s

opinion filed June 23, 2014.  The administrative law judge

found that “additional pain management” was reasonably

necessary.  After reviewing the entire record de novo, the

Full Commission reverses the administrative law judge’s

opinion.  We find that the claimant did not prove by a

preponderance of the evidence that continued prescription
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medication was reasonably necessary in connection with the

claimant’s compensable injury.  

I.  HISTORY

Frances Jayne Wise, now age 55, testified that she was

incarcerated from approximately 2003 through 2007 for

charges related to attempted manufacture of methamphetamine,

and marijuana possession.  Ms. Wise became employed with the

respondents, Village Inn, on or about July 21, 2009.  The

parties stipulated that the claimant sustained a compensable

injury to her back on July 31, 2009.  The claimant

testified, “There was a flood in the bathroom.  I was asked

to go in and clean it up so nobody fell.  And when I did, I

hit the water and fell on the floor.”    

Dr. Mouhammed K. Sheika examined the claimant at Cooper

Clinic on July 31, 2009: “Frances Wise comes to the clinic

with significant pain to the right hip and right upper thigh

area also that is severe.  This is a nice lady who was

working at the Village Inn Restaurant trying to clean the

bathroom when she accidentally fell down.  She had her legs

fly and then she landed on the right wrist and her right leg

went underneath her.”  Dr. Sheikha diagnosed “Multiple

sprains with sprained lumbar, sprained hip, and pulled

muscle.”  Dr. Sheika prescribed Lorcet Plus, Flexeril, and
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Ibuprofen.  Noting that the claimant was “feeling better,”

Dr. Sheika discharged the claimant on August 6, 2009 and

returned her to regular work.

The claimant returned to Dr. Sheikha on October 1,

2009: “She came to the clinic today because basically she

still has the same pain in her lower back according to

her....The patient was given a diagnosis of pain in the

lumbar and low back with degenerative changes.  Treatment

Plan: Decadron injection was given with a back brace and

prescription for Flexeril, Voltaren, and Ultram.  We will

refer her for physical therapy evaluation.”  

The claimant followed up with Dr. Sheikha on October

21, 2009: “She started having physical therapy a total of 3

so far....The patient is to continue the physical therapy. 

She mentioned that she has allergic reaction to Ultram with

skin rash, skin itching.  We switched to Darvocet and

Voltaren switched to Celebrex.  FINAL DISEASE: Strained

lumbar, low back pain.”  Dr. Sheikha noted on November 5,

2009, “Right now we will refill her Ultram and add Zanaflex

muscle relaxer and continue the Celebrex.”  A lumbar MRI on

November 13, 2009 showed bulging and protrusion.  The

claimant followed up with Dr. Sheikha on November 30, 2009:

“She was scheduled to be seen by Dr. Swicegood for
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injection.  She had one injection in her back and is feeling

much better but she is scheduled for another shot on the

10th and also scheduled to a see a neurosurgeon at the end

of this coming month.”  

Dr. Sheikha referred the claimant to Dr. Arthur M.

Johnson, whose impression on December 31, 2009 was “Central

disk herniation at L4-5 with bilateral foraminal disk

protrusions as well causing moderate-to-severe spinal

stenosis and broad-based disk bulge at L3-4 and mid-to-

moderate stenosis at this level.  She has bilateral lower

extremity radiculopathy.”  Dr. Johnson performed a

transforaminal lumbar interbody fusion on January 20, 2010. 

The pre- and post-operative diagnosis was “Ruptured annulus

L3-4 and L4-5.”  

Dr. Johnson reported on February 24, 2011, “She takes

hydrocodone, Flexeril, and Neurontin for her pain....At this

point, the patient has reached the point of maximum medical

improvement from the neurosurgical standpoint and will not

be able to return to work and we would recommend that she be

off work indefinitely.  She is given an AMA rating of 13% of

the body as a whole for single level lumbar spine fusion

with signs and symptoms and an additional level of 1% for a

total of 13%.  She is advised that she needs to obtain a
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primary care physician and we will need to have her

medications managed by her primary care physician.”  The

parties stipulated that the claimant’s healing period ended

on February 24, 2011.  The parties stipulated that “the

respondents accepted liability for and paid some permanent

partial disability benefits for a permanent physical

impairment of 13% to the body as a whole[.]”  

The claimant began treating with Dr. Amir M. Qureshi on

March 10, 2011:

Pt with h/o chronic low back pain that she says    
          began after a fall in July 2009.  She had back     
          surgery in Jan 2010 without any pain relief.  She  
          has participated in PT without any pain relief.    
          Pain located in the center of her low back and

radiates “spasms” up to the middle of her thoracic 
          spine....

Pt also had numbness and tingling in bilateral     
          legs and feet, L>R.  She says an EMG done showed   
          “nerve damage” in her legs.  Pain in feet is       
          tingling and has improved since initiation of      
          Neurontin.  

Dr. Qureshi planned an increase in Gabapentin; Zipsor;

a Lidoderm patch; and Nucynta.  Dr. Qureshi also performed a

trigger point injection.  Dr. Qureshi noted on March 10,

2011 that a urine drug screen was negative for substances

such as Amphetamines, Marijuana, and Methamphetamines.  The

claimant followed up with Dr. Qureshi on April 14, 2011. 

Dr. Qureshi increased the claimant’s dosage of Gabapentin,
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discontinued Nucynta, and started the claimant on MS Contin. 

Dr. Qureshi prescribed Morphine on May 13, 2011.  

An amended pre-hearing order was filed on July 7, 2011. 

The parties stipulated that there was “no dispute, at

present, over medical services.”  The claimant contended,

among other things, that she was “entitled to permanent

disability benefits greatly in excess of the impairment

rating.”  The respondents contended, among other things,

that they “have accepted and paid all appropriate benefits.” 

 The parties agreed to litigate the following issues:

1.  The extent of permanent disability for         
          permanent functional disability or loss 
          of wage-earning capacity.

2.  Controversion and appropriate attorney’s fees  
          including the difference between the weekly rate   
          that the respondents initially paid and the        
          appropriate weekly rates.

3.  The claimant’s entitlement to pain management  
          treatment by and at the direction of Dr. Amir      
          Qureshi.

  A hearing was held on July 26, 2011.  The claimant

testified that she suffered from numbness in her lower

extremities and spasms in her back.  The claimant testified

that she had seen Dr. Qureshi on three occasions before the

respondents disallowed further visits.  The claimant

testified that she benefitted from Dr. Qureshi’s treatment

and wanted to return to him.    
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An administrative law judge filed an opinion on October

19, 2011.  The administrative law judge’s opinion stated,

“Issue number three, the claimant’s entitlement to pain

management treatment, has been settled, per letter dated

September 16, 2011.”  The administrative law judge found,

among other things, that the claimant sustained wage-loss

disability in the amount of 50%.  The Full Commission

affirmed and adopted the administrative law judge’s

decision.  The parties have stipulated that the

administrative law judge’s October 19, 2011 decision “is

final and law of the case.”

The claimant followed up with Dr. Qureshi on May 30,

2012:

Pt states she is here today because she has been   
          out of medications a month ago.

Pt reports numbness/tingling in fingers and toes.  
          Pt states she has had physical therapy, but no     
          relief, made pain worse....

Plan: I have spoken at length with the patient.    
          At this time, I will go ahead with the following:

-S/p SCS trial - did not help for her pain.
-See Rx note dated 5/3.  Pt stated that she did    

          not receive narcotic medications from her          
          prescriptions.  Per last follow-up pt was given    
          two months worth of both long and short acting     
          Morphine.  Pt was educated that lost prescriptions

would not be replaced as the new policy which is   
          in the pain contract she signed.

-Random Urine drug screening test was done for     
          documentation and accuracy of medications.
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-UDS today positive for both meth and              
          amphetamines, pt refused to sign the

confirmation sheets as she stated that she could   
          not pay for the confirmation fees.  I informed her 
          that without the confirmation we could not         
          determine that the substances in her urine were a  
          violation of her pain contract.  Pt did confide    
          that she does have a history of meth amphetamine   
          use but that it had been many years since her last 
          use.  At this point, we will be discharging from   
          our clinic as she is not in compliance with the    
          pain contract.  

The parties deposed the claimant on February 26, 2013. 

The claimant testified that she had not received any medical

treatment since she last saw Dr. Qureshi.  A pre-hearing

order was filed on August 13, 2013.  The parties agreed to

litigate the following issue: “Whether the claimant is

entitled to additional pain management treatment.”

The claimant was seen at Hussain’s Family Practice on

September 10, 2013:

54 year old white female presenting to est.        
          care....She fell at work 2009.  She was

taken to the hospital with spinal injury that      
          required surgical intervention.  This 
      left her with chronic pain.  She was seeing       
           someone in Little Rock for pain management but    
           would like to have someone closer because it is   
           difficult to get there because of the pain of     
           sitting for prolonged periods.  She has had a     
           pain pump in the past but it was taken out        
           immediately after placement because of an

 adverse reaction.  She had lumbago with standing  
           or sitting.  It is back and bilateral hips but    
           more on the left....Pain is 10/10 and requires    
           pain management.
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Patient needs a referral for pain management.  She

is on workman’s comp....

The assessment on September 10, 2013 was Lumbago; Pain

in joint, pelvis, and thigh; Radiculopathy; Chronic pain;

Hypertension; Generalized Anxiety Disorder; and Depression. 

The following treatment plan was set forth: “1.  Rx Norco,

Robaxin, and Naproxen.  2.  Explained to Pt that we do not

do chronic pain management but will refer.  3.  Refer to

Sparks Pain Management.  4.  F/u one month.”    

A hearing was held on April 22, 2014.  The claimant

testified that she suffered from chronic pain as a result of

the July 31, 2009 compensable injury.  The claimant

testified that she suffered from worsening pain in her legs,

back, shoulders, arms, and hands.    

An administrative law judge filed an opinion on June

23, 2014.  The administrative law found, “1.  The claimant

has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that

additional pain management treatment is reasonable and

necessary for the treatment of her compensable injury. 

Therefore, I find that she is entitled to additional pain

management.”

The respondents appeal to the Full Commission.
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II.  ADJUDICATION

The employer shall promptly provide for an injured

employee such medical treatment as may be reasonably

necessary in connection with the injury received by the

employee.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-508(a)(Repl. 2002).  The

employee has the burden of proving by a preponderance of the

evidence that medical treatment is reasonably necessary. 

Stone v. Dollar General Stores, 91 Ark. App. 260, 209 S.W.3d

445 (2005).  Preponderance of the evidence means the

evidence having greater weight or convincing force. 

Metropolitan Nat’l Bank v. La Sher Oil Co., 81 Ark. App.

269, 101 S.W.3d 252 (2003).  What constitutes reasonably

necessary medical treatment is a question of fact for the

Commission.  Wright Contracting Co. v. Randall, 12 Ark. App.

358, 676 S.W.2d 750 (1984).

An administrative law judge found in the present

matter, “1.  The claimant has proven by a preponderance of

the evidence that additional pain management treatment is

reasonable and necessary for the treatment of her

compensable injury.  Therefore, I find that she is entitled

to additional pain management.”  The Full Commission

reverses this finding.
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The parties stipulated that the claimant sustained a

compensable injury on July 31, 2009.  The claimant testified

that she slipped and fell.  Dr. Sheika’s diagnosis was

“Multiple sprains with sprained lumbar, sprained hip, and

pulled muscle.”  The claimant was eventually referred to Dr.

Johnson, who performed a transforaminal interbody fusion on

January 20, 2010.  Dr. Johnson’s post-operative diagnosis

was “Ruptured annulus L3-4 and L4-5.”  Dr. Johnson opined on

February 24, 2011 that the claimant had reached maximum

medical improvement.  Dr. Johnson advised the claimant to

“obtain a primary care physician and we will need to have

her medications managed by her primary care physician.”  The

claimant began treating with Dr. Qureshi on March 10, 2011. 

Dr. Qureshi began managing the claimant’s medications.  Dr.

Qureshi noted on March 10, 2011 that a urine drug screen was

negative for amphetamines, marijuana, and methamphetamines. 

Dr. Qureshi treated the claimant on at least three

occasions.

The claimant returned to Dr. Qureshi on May 30, 2012. 

Dr. Qureshi noted that the claimant “has been out of

medications a month ago....Pt stated that she did not

receive narcotic medications from her prescriptions.  Per

last follow-up pt was given two months worth of both long
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and short acting Morphine.  Pt was educated that lost

prescriptions would not be replaced as the new policy which

is in the pain contract she signed.”  Dr. Qureshi also

expressly noted that the claimant’s urine drug screen tested

positive for illegal substances, viz., “meth and

amphetamines.”  Dr. Qureshi correctly noted the claimant’s

history of involvement with illegal drugs and stated, “At

this point, we will be discharging from our clinic as she is

not in compliance with the pain contract.”  It is within the

Commission’s province to weigh all of the medical evidence

and to determine what is most credible.  Minnesota Mining &

Mfg. v. Baker, 337 Ark. 94, 989 S.W.2d 151 (1999).  In the

present matter, the Full Commission finds that Dr. Qureshi’s

May 30, 2012 findings are credible and are entitled to

significant probative weight.  Dr. Qureshi discharged the

claimant from further treatment due to the claimant mis-

using her prescriptions and to the claimant’s positive urine

drug screen for illegal substances.  

The next medical treatment of record took place on

September 10, 2013, when the claimant presented to Hussain’s

Family Practice.  The claimant reported that she suffered

from chronic pain as a result of her compensable injury. 

The assessment on September 10, 2013 included lumbago,
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radiculopathy, and chronic pain.  The claimant was

prescribed medication but was also advised, “2.  Explained

to Pt that we do not do chronic pain management but will

refer.  3.  Refer to Sparks Pain Management.” 

The claimant sustained a compensable injury in 2009,

underwent surgery, and reached the end of her healing period

on February 24, 2011.  The Full Commission recognizes that a

claimant may be entitled to ongoing medical treatment after

the healing period has ended, if the medical treatment is

geared toward management of the claimant’s injury.  Patchell

v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 86 Ark. App. 230, 184 S.W.3d 31

(2004).  In the present matter, the claimant received

medical treatment, medication management, and pain

management from Dr. Qureshi after the end of the claimant’s

healing period.  Dr. Qureshi discharged the claimant after

the claimant violated her pain contract.  The claimant was

advised at Hussain’s Family Practice on September 10, 2013

that she would be referred to “Sparks Pain Management.”  The

claimant does not contend that she is entitled to receive

pain management at Sparks Regional Medical Center in Fort

Smith.  Instead, the claimant seeks payment for continued

and unlimited prescriptions of pain medication, including

Hydrocodone and Methocarbamol.  No treating physician has
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opined that such medication is reasonably necessary in

connection with the compensable injury.  Nor has a program

of pain management been arranged at Hussain’s Family

Practice.  Instead, such a pain management program has been

referred to another medical provider, which program the

claimant has not pursued.  The claimant does not ask for

such treatment as physical therapy or epidural steroid

injections.  The claimant is only interested in continuing

and unlimited prescription medication.  

The claimant does not contend that she is entitled to a

program of pain management at Sparks Regional Medical

Center, as recommended at Hussain’s Family Practice.  The

claimant instead contends that she is entitled to continuing

and unlimited payment of prescription medications.  No

treating physician has opined that such treatment is

reasonably necessary in connection with the July 31, 2009

compensable injury.  Based on our de novo review of the

entire record, therefore, the Full Commission reverses the

administrative law judge’s finding that “additional pain

management” is reasonably necessary.  The claim is denied

and dismissed.  
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 IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                                       
                        A. WATSON BELL, Chairman

                                                       
                        KAREN H. McKINNEY, Commissioner

Commissioner Hood dissents.

DISSENTING OPINION

         After my de novo review of the entire record, I

must  dissent from the majority opinion.  I agree with the

well-reasoned opinion of the Administrative Law Judge, that

the claimant is entitled to additional medical treatment in

the form of pain management by Dr. Hussain and Sparks Pain

Management.

          The majority has flatly stated that the claimant

is on a drug-seeking mission that is not based in any

medical need.  Yet, the facts firmly establish that the

claimant experienced failed back syndrome with chronic pain

which had continued unrelentingly since her surgery.

          There is no question that the claimant sustained a

compensable back injury in 2009 for which she had surgery.

She eventually required pain management under Dr. Qureshi.

Dr. Qureshi in March 2011 increased the claimant’s pain

medication.  At that visit, he observed “palpable trigger
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points” of her low back, as well as pain, tenderness,

mobility limitations and lower extremity sensory deficits.

Dr. Qureshi also performed injections on that date. Her drug

screen on that date was negative.  In April 2011, her

physical exam, including palpable lumbar paraspinal muscle

trigger points, remained the same.  Dr. Qureshi again

increased her medications and planned to consider further

injections and a spinal cord stimulator.  On May 13, 2011,

her physical exam, including palpable lumbar paraspinal

muscle trigger points, again remained the same.  Dr. Qureshi

added another pain reliever to her medications for

breakthrough pain.  He directed the claimant to have a

spinal cord stimulator evaluation with a psychologist near

her home in Oklahoma.  A representative with a spinal cord

stimulator company was contacted about the claimant’s

treatment. On May 30, 2011, the claimant’s findings on

examination remained the same.  Obviously, there was a need

for continued treatment and management of her pain, which

was a direct result of her compensable injury and the

treatment of it.

          On May 30, 2011, the claimant was discharged from

Dr. Qureshi’s care based upon a positive initial drug

screen.  In order to continue care under Dr. Qureshi, she
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was required to pay for a confirmation test to show that she

had not violated her pain contract.  She could not afford

the test, so Dr. Qureshi declined to continue to treat the

claimant.  He stated that he could not state that she was in

violation of the pain contract as a result of her drug

screen without a confirmation test.  The claimant testified

that she would not have tested positive on the confirmation

test, but that, nonetheless, she could not afford to pay for

it.  There is no evidence that the claimant had drugs which

were not prescribed by Dr. Qureshi in her system.  There is

no evidence that the presence or absence of such drugs had

any bearing on the claimant’s continued need for Dr.

Qureshi’s treatment.  Likewise, there is no statutory

consequence for the presence of such drugs, in the context

of reasonable and necessary medical treatment. 

          Whether the interruption of her treatment was

caused by an unproven and therefore speculative lapse in

judgment or a testing error from which the claimant could

not defend herself, her need for pain management continued

unabated.

          Without Dr. Qureshi’s care, the claimant’s

condition deteriorated.  She came under the care of Dr.

Hussain, who evaluated her, prescribed pain medication and
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referred her to Sparks Pain Management. Dr. Hussain’s

treatment improved her condition.  She testified that she

required continued pain management as directed by Dr.

Hussain.  The claimant obviously needs a pain management

program to control the pain she developed as a result of her

compensable injury and subsequent treatment.  Dr. Hussain

began treatment of her pain and planned a referral to Sparks

Pain Management for continued treatment of her pain.  The

claimant has demonstrated that she has a need for pain

management, causally related to her compensable injury,

which has continued since before her surgery.  I would award

the claimant additional medical treatment at the direction

of Dr. Hussain and his referral to Sparks Pain Management.

          For the foregoing reasons, I dissent from the

majority opinion.

                              

                          
                                                            
                               PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner


